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Comments

The impact on the neighborhood of hauling trucks and heavy equipment will be a further hardship during an already difficult time. We have just endured a year long series of closures along Sunset Plaza Dr to upgrade sewers and were fo 

2201 Sunset Plaza Drive has applied for a "haul route" to export 5200 cubic yards of dirt (that will require approximately 600+ round trips by 10-wheel dump trucks. I am confirming the haul route that may be either via Sunset Plaza Drive -

I misquoted my last objection. Here is the new one
Traffic and parking problems caused by construction workers that can use any street to get in and out;
We live in the extreme high fire hazard zone and in a landslide zone.
Blockages of Sunset Plaza drive that is the only egress route in case of disaster and that is the alternate ingress route for emergency vehicles.
Cumulative impact of hauling and construction : 2251 SPD and 2275 SPD, each approximately 13,000 square feet just started; 2201 SPD is still under review (approx. 15,000 square ft) but already scheduled for a haul route hearings this

1. This is a extremely high fire and landslide zone.
2. Blockage of Sunset Plaza Drive that is the only egress route in case of disaster and that is the alternate ingress route for emergency vehicles.
3. Traffic and parking issues caused by construction workers, construction deliveries and equipment.
4. Cumulative impact of hauling and construction: 2251 Sunset Plaza Drive and 2275 SPD, each approximately 13,000 square feet just started; 2201 SPD is still under review (approx. 15,000 square ft.) but already scheduled for a haul r
5. 5200 cubic yards of dirt is approximately 600+ round trip by 10 wheeled dump trucks. Our streets our already falling apart, not to mention again the traffic and emergency issues.
6. This request exceeds the allowable amount by nearly 50%.

I will provide comment as an individual, who works with a neighborhood council. I was not able to obtain additional comment period due to the timing of this hearing and the neighborhood council board meeting agenda. After review of sub 

This is an aggregious plan jeopardizing the health,safety and welfare of the land and residents who live in the area. This must not be passed. Best for yiubto go back and reassess this decision.

I wish to comment on the project.



rced to detour and accommodate horrendous construction along the detour route. Please deny this waiver/permit. 

- Hollywood Blvd. or via Sunset Plaza Drive - Rising Glen.

Tuesday; 2034 SPD was dormant but resumed work, 1900 SPD started demolition 2 weeks ago and is a substantial project with a haul route)

oute hearing this Tuesday: 2034 SPD was dormant but resumed work, 1900 SPD started demolition 2 weeks ago and is a substantial project with a haul route.

mittals, I have multiple concerns including but not limited to: proposed haul route has substandard zones that require a basic investigation/ or survey from a licensed surveyor, the project will need entitlements that have ai


